**COPORATE COST SAVINGS FROM USING A MOBILE IDENTITY SERVICE**
**MOBILE ID AS AN EVERYDAY EMPLOYEE AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION**

**Use Cases**
- Authentication to financial and public services
- Corporate VPN access and contract signing
- Internal employee services

**Early 2014**
- Swisscom launches Mobile ID SIM applet with PKI encryption

**Before Swisscom Mobile ID**
- Need to carry around a SecureID hardware token with associated passcode
- Very strong security
- Costly to deploy and maintain over entire Swisscom employee base

**Results**
- Savings per employee per year when moving from hardware token to Mobile ID: **30€**
- No compromise on security or convenience

**After Swisscom Mobile ID**
- Receive a prompt on their phone to enter their PIN
- SIM-based, PKI encrypted solution offering equivalent or stronger security
- Device that employees already carry with them

**Use Cases**
- Daily successful authentications: >20k
- External service providers: 40